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3.0 Exegesis 
 

A guide to the fieldwork/fieldwalking project
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3.1 Waiting for cane toads

Figure 3.1.2 Welcome to the Shire of Wyndham East Kimberley: The Last Frontier, 
just north of Warmun, August (dry season) 2005.

Section 3.1 introduces the site the project – the walkingcountry – from the perspective of its 
cultural and environmental setting of the Kimberley. The section broadly introduces the environ-
ment of the Kimberley and the ecological changes that have taken place or will take place in 
the future. The issues covered include why I was horrified to hear the attitude of the scientists 
at the Kununurra Community Cane Toad Forum (March 2005) and the drawbacks of “waiting 
for the barbarians”. A number of questions generated by the Forum are presented. Section 
3.1 examines the meaning of feral and the question of belonging in Australian culture. Three 
versions of the feral are presented: one that strengthens be boundary between humans and 
the nonhuman, one that celebrates the possible diversity that feral spaces can generate, and 
one that cautions against the homogenisation that feral “invasions” can produce. Questions 
are raised as to the relationship of environmentalism to scientific ecology; to the role of emo-
tion and reason in environmental issues; and to the limitations of “the Fall” as a framework for 
conservation arguments in Australia. Overall Section 3.1 progresses from the general to the 
specific and it leads on to more detailed issues about my work covered in subsequent sections 
of the Exegesis. 
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3.1.1 Welcome to the walkingcountry

Welcome to the Shire of Wyndham East Kimberley: the last frontier. Welcome 

to the fieldwork/fieldwalking project. And welcome to the walkingcountry, the concern 

of a large part of this project. The walkingcountry is a portion of a valley and water  

catchment located at 16° 2’ 33.9” South 128° 23’ 40.56” East on Arthur Creek in the east 

Kimberley. It is an open tropical savanna woodland over grass on mostly skeletal and 

often rocky soils. Around the small diversion dam on Arthur Creek that holds water for 

downstream irrigation, are tall Melaleuca leucadendron trees. For recreation, the lease 

owners and their friends sometimes throw a line into the dam or bushwalk up Arthur 

Gorge to the main dam wall. The valley floor to the north of the diversion dam is lightly 

grazed by cattle. To the south, and on the rocky hills, the land is unused. Rain in the 

Kimberley falls mostly in the summer months between December and February (the Wet) 

and, in heavy monsoonal or cyclonic rain, turns the dry dusty conditions into deep mud, 

flooding the country and making it impassable even on foot. Part of the fieldwork/field-

walking project traces the changing pattern of the seasons. For reasons of year-round 

access, safety and economy, the walkingcountry was chosen close to the Great Northern  

Highway, 68 km south of Kununurra1. 

1  Living and working in the Kimberley is expensive and for the majority of the visits I could 
not afford to hire a vehicle and was thus reliant on the Greyhound bus stopping on the highway 
nearby. I am grateful for the substantial generosity and charity of the owners of, and workers on, 
the farming lease nearby.

Figure 3.1.3 Diversion Dam looking west to the Saw Range, the walkingcountry, 
February 2004.
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3.1.2 Kimberley ecology

Appendix A.7 summarises the ecology of the Kimberley. In general the Kimberley 

is geologically old and stable with nutrient poor soils. Climatically the Kimberley is a  

challenging place to live with the hot to very hot temperatures combining with high 

 humidity during the Wet season. In the Dry, surface water is uncommon and permanent 

water bodies become the focus of wildlife. Year to year rainfall is temporally and spatially 

variable with an annual figure of 790.7 mm at Kununurra. It wasn’t until the mid 1980s 

that the last stretch of Highway One was sealed through the Kimberley and the density 

of people and roads in this region is still very low. Nevertheless (and probably because 

of this) tourism is the second largest industry in the Kimberley2. 

More generally the Kimberley is most often described in terms of its remoteness, 

harshness, or emptiness. In her lexical cartography of the Kimberley, Jay Arthur (2002) 

identifies deficiency (stony, sparse, desolate, wasteland) and excess (ancient, vast, wild, 

hostile, untapped resource3) as common themes in historical literary representations 

of the landscapes of the Kimberley. She has shown these graphically on maps of the  

Kimberley in Figures 3.1.5, 3.1.9, 3.1.10 and 3.1.13 to 3.1.15. I suspect that even today, it 

2  By value the largest industry in the Kimberley is mining and the most extensive is pasto-
ralism (Kimberley Development Commission, 2004)
3  With “untameable appeal” Pacific Island Travel (2003).

Figure 3.1.4 Looking west across the valley towards the Saw Range from the top 
of the eastern cliffs, July, 2004. In the foreground is the disturbed ground of an 
old gravel quarry, then Sandy Creek, a large scald and the mid-valley low hills. 
Hidden between these hills and the Saw Range is Wheelbarrow Creek. The dark 
valley on the extreme right is Arthur Gorge.
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Figure 3.1.5 The Deficient Landscape (adapted from Arthur, 2002, p. 192).

may be that people are responding to the physical energetics of the environment, when 

they feel that there is a sense of “something waiting to happen” in Kimberley places. 

Certainly the use of themes deficiency and excess allowed the colonisers to see their 

activities as completing the “unfinished” natural environment. Such reasoning forms a 

large part of past and present pro-development language in the Kimberley. 
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3.1.3 The Kimberley experience

When setting up the fieldwork/fieldwalking project I needed to find a research 

location in a non-urban area and I chose the Kimberley because I was attracted to its 

beauty and aliveness at the same time as I was ambivalent about the way it is repre-

sented. In popular culture the Kimberley is frequently identified as a wilderness area4 

– a place of rugged isolation, for adventure and achievement -- for a type of encounter 

dubbed the “Kimberley experience.” What is the nature of a Kimberley experience? Does 

it exist outside the tourist brochures? In what sense are the places of the Kimberley 

unique? The Shire of Derby West Kimberley defines the “True Kimberley” as

The dramatic and beautiful landscape of gorges, islands, mountain ranges, mud 
flats, boab trees and the mighty Fitzroy River;

The colours, wildlife, abundant fishing grounds and pastoral country;
The extreme environment with huge tides (the highest in the Australia), and the 
two distinct seasons, the Wet and the Dry, with tropical storms and floods in the 
Wet season; and
The opportunities and untapped potential (Shire of Derby West Kimberley, 2006, 
p. 3)

It would seem that to have a Kimberley experience is to tap into the drama, beauty, 

energy and vitality5 that the surrounding environment provides. It is apparent that con-

temporary Kimberley culture is strongly underpinned by both an essentialist exoticism 

(a special essence that is the Kimberley) and a frontier mentality. There seems to be a 

4  See Section 3.2.2.
5  Vitalism? See Fraser, Kember and Lury (2005) for notes on some recent examples of 
vitalism in contemporary theory. Also Elkins (1997) and Mitchell (2005).

•
•

•

Figures 3.1.6 to 3.1.8. Images from Walking 
around taking photographs, digital print  
installation series, 2006.  Diversion 
Dam Photopoint (the classic view-
point used in Dam view) during the wet  
seasons of February 2004 (above) and 
February 2006 (right).
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search for uniqueness that has an uneasy relationship with an acknowledged Other6. For 

example, the Shire of Derby West Kimberley goes on to characterise the distinctiveness 

of its people as “Kimberley Spirit” that results from:

The remoteness that creates a pioneering spirit and common bond;
The strong presence of Aboriginal culture and language;
The mix of people from many backgrounds and cultures who live in harmony;
The history of struggle, conflict, endeavour and resilience;

6  The Shire of Wyndham East Kimberley (Motto: the last frontier) notes in its vision state-
ment: “We have the ability to forge our own future and recognise that we are unique. To capitalise 
on this uniqueness is an important component in our future success” (2005, p. 4).

•
•
•
•

Figure 3.1.9 The Landscape of Excess (adapted from Arthur, 2002, p. 194).
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The connectedness of the people to the land, the landscape and the seasons;
The friendly, welcoming style of the people and the relaxed lifestyle; and
The feeling of “Coming Home” (Shire of Derby West Kimberley, 2006, p. 3).

What determines the characteristics of Kimberley culture, are remoteness and connec-

tion, harmony and conflict, pioneering spirit and belonging. 

In her work Jay Arthur also points out a more contemporary tension between the 

triad of an “abundant wilderness”, an “explorer’s map” and a “threatened landscape”. The 

first case sees the landscape as plentiful and “whole and beautiful as it is” (2002, p. 198). 

For all its harshness the Kimberley is a version of Eden. The non-Indigenous human 

remains separate from the landscape but is received sympathetically. In the second case 

•
•
•

Figure 3.1.10 The Completed Landscape (adapted from Arthur, 2002, p. 195).
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the Kimberley provides the tourist and set-

tler with a pioneering landscape ready for 

exploration and discovery and for the nam-

ing of its empty spaces. Again the outsider 

holds power over the place. In the third 

case it is “a ‘last’ place, and a landscape 

under threat” (2002, p. 201) -- at risk from 

the touch of Western culture. Whilst none 

of these views threaten the power of the 

coloniser to determine the landscape, the 

fact that they are competing model poten-

Figure 3.1.11 An example of a Kimberley experience from a tourist brochure.

Figure 3.1.12 Image from Walking around  
taking photographs, digital print  
installation series, 2006.  Stranded 
skin (july 2005 to February 2006.
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Figure 3.1.13 The Abundant Wilderness (adapted from Arthur, 2002, p. 198).

Figure 3.1.14 The Explorer’s Map (adapted from Arthur, 2002, p. 200).
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Figure 3.1.15 The Threatened Landscape (Adapted from Arthur, 2002, p. 201).

Figures 3.1.16 to 3.1.19. Images from Walking around taking photographs, digital print 
installation series, 2006. Stranded skin July 2005 to February 2006.
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tially opens up “spaces-in-between”�. The implication is that the original process of colo-

nisation, as one that “completes” the landscape by vanquishing deficiency and excess 

(and closing the frontier), is incomplete. 

7 The concept of space in-between was theorised by Homi Bhabha in the Location of Cul-
ture (1994). Referring to the African American artist Renée Green, he writes of an intellectual and 
metaphorical space that exists between firm categories, that exists at the interstices. It is a space 
of overlap where domains of difference are displaced and where intersubjective and collective 
experiences exist. The term has developed wide currency within human geography and my use 
here is congruent with other consequent applications of the term.

Figure 3.1.20 Rover Thomas, Barramundi Dreaming, 1985, earth pigment and 
bush gum on plywood, 90 x 180.5 cm, (Brody, 1997, p. 71). The Barramundi  
Dreaming goes through the pit of the Argyle Diamond Mine. 

Figure 3.1.21 Paddy Bedford, Untitled, 2003, gouache on board 50 x 70 cm (Bedford, 
2003, p. 37).
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Rod Giblett has analysed descriptions in literature 

of Kimberley wetlands, principally through Mary Durack’s 

Kings in Grass Castles (1959), and identified two contrast-

ing representations: as bogs (uncanny, negative) and bil-

labongs (positive), and notes that, despite the overriding 

dominance of the “imperialist adventure story” (Giblett, 

1996, p. 77), there is also a struggle between competing 

elements of romantic, picturesque, sublime and natural his-

tory frames of view. Both Arthur and Giblett have identified 

slippages in the dominant narratives of how the Kimberley 

is represented, spaces-in-between. 

3.1.4 Regional art

The fieldwork/fieldwalking project addresses these spaces-in-between by cre-

ating contemporary art. The Kimberley region has a robust aesthetic identity and many 

painters have made it their subject. It features prominently in the area of Australian Abo-

riginal art. In the east Kimberley, for example there are rich and vibrant styles of painting 

at Warmun (south of the walkingcountry) and in Kununurra (to the north).

There is also considerable output by competent nature photographers and a host 

of artists who produce tourist-oriented realist landscape paintings. In Figure 3.1.22 Local 

identity and gallery proprietor Nadeen Lovell stands in front of her regionally eminent 

work, The Bungle Bungle mural (1992) and Robyn Mayo’s work exhibits fine draftsman-

ship (Figures 3.1.24 and 3.1.26). But I have always felt that neither of these two latter 

genres, landscape photography or realist landscape art, have produced art that has 

engaged with places outside of deficiency, excess, Eden, exploration or threat. Examples 

of art that questions these categories are much harder to find. I position my work as 

searching for places-in-between8. 

8 This is further developed in Sections 3.4.3, 3.4.4, A.2.4 and A.2.5.

Figure 3.1.22 Nadeen Lovell, stands in front 
of her The Bungle Bungle mural, 1992, 
Lovell Diversion Gallery, Kununurra 
(Lovell, 2006). Oil on six stretched canvas  
total length 1100 cm x180 cm.

Figure 3.1.23 Col Roberts, Middle Springs near  
Kununurra (in Australia’s Kimberley: Visions of a 
lasting wilderness by Roberts, 1995, p. 163). Col 
Roberts is one example of a number of landscape  
photographers who have specialised in the Kimberley.
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Figure 3.1.24 Robyn Mayo, Tropical 
Banksia, 1994, watercolour on paper 
77 x 57 cm, (in Kimberley Odyssey by 
Mayo, 1996, p. 68).

Figure 3.1.25 Image from Walking around  
taking photographs, digital print  
installation series, 2006. 
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3.1.5 Cane toads

3.1.5.1 The Kununurra 2005 Community Cane Toad Forum 

On the weekend of 19th and 20th of March 2005 scientists and local community 

members met to discuss the imminent presence of cane toads in the Kimberley at the 

Kununurra 2005 Community Cane Toad Forum (subsequently referred to as the Forum). 

I found out about it after seeing a poster at the local shopping centre noticeboard. I had 

decided to attend to find out more about a local environmental issue. This was the first 

public meeting to discuss the arrival of the cane toad in Western Australia. The first day 

was devoted to a scientific forum about the ecological effects of cane toads and the 

Figure 3.1.26 Robyn Mayo, Way into Osmond Valley, 1990, watercolour on paper 76 
x 150 cm, (Mayo, 1994, p. 32).

Figures 3.1.27 and 3.1.28. Images from Walking around taking photographs, digital print  
installation series, 2006. 
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status of current scientific research. There were displays of cane toad art projects by the 

local primary schools and of native fauna. There was a sunset cruise on Lake Kununurra 

for the conference speakers and on the Saturday night there was a cocktail evening at 

the Lovell Diversion Art Gallery (which I gatecrashed). The next day there was a com-

munity day with more information about the current status of cane toads, the funding 

and scientific/institutional situation in Western Australia and what the community could 

do. Local artists (amateur and professional) had donated works to be auctioned to raise 

funds for further work. The very first thought that struck me was the extent of community 

support for the Forum: not only in the range and numbers of people who attended (I 

would estimate that at least 250 people9 attended over the weekend and they ranged 

from farmers to environmentalists to the local Aboriginal community), but also in the 

amount of support from local government and a range of commercial operators including 

tourism, agriculture and mining. Many of these “non-scientists” attended both days.

The second thing that struck me was the degree of difference between the agen-

das of the scientific and the local community. There were two broad positions adopted 

by scientists: the “standard scientist” response was one of caution “not getting our hopes 

up too high” or waiting for data before 

proceeding. Their language was that of 

rationality and caution. Not all scientists 

believed that cane toads were a sig-

nificant threat or could be stopped (for 

example, Tony Robinson from CSIRO 

and Ross Alford from James Cook Uni-

versity both appeared sceptical of cane 

toad effects and of control methods). 

Nevertheless evidence presented on 

behalf of ecologists Meri Oakwood and 

Amber Hooke clearly demonstrated the 

effect of cane toad toxicity on the north-

ern quoll (“Local extinctions of northern 

quolls - the effect of cane toad invasion 

-- a paper presented on behalf of Meri 

Oakwood and Amber Hooke”, 2005; 

Original report: Oakwood, 2003) and 

9  Total people in Kununurra on the night of the 2001 census = 5485 (includes residents and 
tourists) (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2002).

Figure 3.1.29 Prototype floating 
cane toad trap by Paul Sharpe, 
Kununurra 2005 Community 
Cane Toad Forum, Kununurra, 
March 2005.
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Figure 3.1.32 Detail from Is there an 
alien hiding in your car? poster of 
a demonic toad (Department of  
Conservation and Land Manage-
ment, January 2006b).

Figure 3.1.30 Detail from Is there an 
alien hiding in your car? poster of 
a monster toad (Department of  
Conservation and Land Manage-
ment, January 2006b).

Figure 3.1.31 A toad in the hand.
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their subsequent local extinction in Kakadu National Park10. The second general reac-

tion was by the “environmentalist scientists,” who were much more active in their posi-

tion, arguing for actionable programmes, and increased funding, implying that something 

could be done in the future. At times some scientists held both these conflicting positions 

at the same time. 

One could speculate that there were elements of paralysis, pragmatism and a pre-

cautionary attitude amongst all the scientists. The majority of scientists were concerned 

with collecting baseline data that could be used to document post-invasion impacts; 

toxicity testing to determine susceptible species; or relocating endangered animals to 

refugia. All these strategies accept that the cane toads are inevitable. 

In contrast, the local community expressed a deep sense of urgency that some-

thing should be done now – this 2005-2006 wet season11 -- and not any later, which will 

be too late. There were several references to the “Queensland Disease”12 (i.e. a noth-

ing can be done fatalism). Both the environmentalist scientists and locals used fighting 

language, with the weekend abounding in military metaphors. The chief example of this 

was Allan Thompson (2005) who (whilst working for CALM13) was speaking on behalf 

of the SEEKS (Save Endangered East Kimberley Species) activist group. His presenta-

tion used battle strategy and tactics to set out a way that strategic trapping could stop 

10  On 12 April 2005 “The biological effects, including lethal toxic ingestion, caused by Cane 
Toads (Bufo marinus)” was listed as a threatening process under the federal Environment Protec-
tion and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act). The only criteria under which listing was 
conclusively accepted was the effect on the northern quoll (see Threatened Species Scientific 
Committee, 2005). Much other data was rejected as being anecdotal, by lay people or unscientifi-
cally undertaken.
11  By the time you read this cane toads may well have crossed the border into Western 
Australia.
12  The cane toads were imported and released by an industry funded body. It is equally 
likely that nothing was done in Queensland because (a) effects on biodiversity were not observed 
or not considered important at the time (b) to do something about it was to legally and morally 
admit responsibility.
13  State government Department for Conservation and Land Management, now part of the 
Department of Environment and Conservation.

Figure 3.1.33 Potential 
routes of a cane toad 
exclusion fence as  
proposed by Paul Sharpe 
at the Kununurra 2005 
Community Cane Toad 
Forum, March 2005. This 
was largely abandoned 
as impractical although 
the idea of a plan of  
attack along a frontline is 
a prominent feature of the 
current campaign.
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the advance of the toad. His aim was to deliberately (and forcefully) turn on its head the 

concept that humans were powerless to stop the cane toad and his rhetoric was backed 

up with news of the successes of trapping campaigns on the Northern Territory by NT 

Frogwatch (presented by frog conservationist Graham Sawyer 2005) which is the first 

time since 1935 that any control method has been successful.

The Forum was a cogent example of the positioning of an environmental problem 

and the evolving roles of scientists and locals. At times it seemed almost as if the scien-

tists were more interested in making elegant before-after studies of the cane toad impact 

than halting any “invasion”, whereas the locals were more insistent (demanding!) on 

enacting practical measures that would stop the toads. It also seemed that the concern 

of the local community was for many a question of “threatening” the “unique” Kimberley 

lifestyle. Furthermore, my impression is that part of this “threat” is beyond language: 

amorphous, diaphanous and visceral. One of my strongest responses to the Forum was 

quite unexpected: for various reasons14 I really felt that I could no longer “belong” to the 

camp of the scientists (that my previous training may have lead me to assume). I am an 

ex-scientist.

14  These include time since I was trained and the subsequent evolution of the field; practical 
experience of science and its relationship with profit-making enterprises; and a realisation that the 
profession as a whole undervalued belief systems or forms of knowing outside of itself.

Figure 3.1.34 Extent of 
cane toads as of March 
2006, with Baz in right 
hand corner (Stop the 
Toad Foundation (Inc), 
2006).

Figure 3.1.35 Image from Walking around  
taking photographs, digital print  
installation series, 2006. Sick goanna 
(unknown causes).
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Both days of the Forum were dominated by factual information about real effects 

that cane toads have had, and might have in the Kimberley. Beyond these real effects are 

questions of what the cane toad represents and more conjecturally how it acts as a “dif-

ferential device” or a force that structures how we see ourselves. Australian Anthropolo-

gist and social theorist Adrian Franklin (2005, p. 7) argues “that animals allow humans to 

perform the feat of differentiation: to organise ourselves into different groups and to mark 

that difference. To maintain a sense of identity and difference we adopt animals to signify 

‘us’ but also, of course, ‘them’.” 

Clearly the intensity of language  

surrounding the cane toad (“rapacious”  

“noxious invader” “alarming” “prolific” 

“extinction in motion”) indicates that what 

it represents is strongly felt. Contrast the 

quoll, which is a furry, warm blooded, cud-

dly land animal, with the cane toad, which 

(when despised) is a slimy, warty, cold 

thing from the swamp. It is referred to as an 

extremely successful coloniser; its fecun-

Figure 3.1.36 Northern Territory Chiropractor Paul Sharpe stands in front of his 
prototype cane toad fence (with Gordon Wyre (CALM) and Malcolm Doug-
las behind him), Kununurra 2005 Community Cane Toad Forum, Kununurra, 
March 2005.

Figure 3.1.37 Image from Walking around  
taking photographs, digital print  
installation series, 2006. 
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dity is freakish15. The cane toad’s toxicity 

is complete in every stage of its existence. 

Negative associations of the cane toad see 

it as excessive: monstrous and plague-like16 

and no doubt some of these associations 

are connected with the toad’s European 

connection to witchcraft, transgression of 

boundaries and drug-taking (see Duerr, 

1985). 

At Ruby Billabong on the Daly River, 

Australian Geographic associate editor Ken 

Eastwood writes:

Burdekin ducks wander around the far shore and an azure kingfisher 
patiently watches the water nearby. Glancing down at the mud, I think 
the bank is moving. I look closer and see millions of tiny frogs on the hop. 
Picking one up, I have a sudden, sickening realisation these are not frogs: 
it’s a plague of cane toads.

When we began planning this expedition, cane toads were still a future 
threat to the area. Now the introduced, poisonous pests are causing cata-
strophic damage.

Locals say snake numbers have dropped off since the cane toads arrived. 
Sean [Dr Sean Doody] says many goannas just vanish. ”We had four years 
of numbers that were pretty similar every year and then – crash.” (East-
wood, 2005, p. 70)

When cane toads colonise an area one can observe the physical concentration of 

biomass in the cane toad17 or the rapid collapse of predators18. But such an experience 

also potentially awakens our cultural fears of pestilence, catastrophic change, and of tidal 

waves of death. These metaphors are at the extreme end of the spectrum, but do bring 

to our attention how clearly cane toad representations are caught up in bodily responses 

15  This is like an economic “growth fetish” (Hamilton, 2003). A female cane toad can pro-
duce up to 70 000 eggs per year.
16  This brings up an interesting dilemma with any release of proposed cane toad viruses as 
biological control: the possibility of such a virus skipping over into native frogs or even into South 
East Asian toads and creating yet another plague.
17  Different life stages are seen (and heard).
18  Corpses can be smelt and counted.

Figures 3.1.39 and 3.1.40. Images from Walking around taking photographs, digital print 
installation series, 2006. A series of photographs of one valley in the Saw Range 
during the wet season.

Figure 3.1.38 Image from Walking around  
taking photographs, digital print  
installation series, 2006. 
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and aesthetic judgements. There is fear, awe and terror (sublime) at 

the same time as there is the uncanny and grotesque.

3.1.5.2 The Fall

Linked to metaphors of plague is the common motif of “the 

Fall” in environmentalism. It is the idea derived from Judeo-Christian 

beliefs that we are living in a lapsed condition. For Australia this means searching for 

the condition before the fall – the wilderness (without white people) – an Eden -- that 

must be returned to. Guilt for the past goes hand in hand with fear of the future. The 

cane toads will destroy Eden19. This belief in the fall and the emotions of guilt and fear 

19  Not only does this lead to despair but it can result in the public believing that problems 
can only be solved by cataclysmic change (Immerwahr, 1999).

Figures 3.1.41 and 3.1.42 Tobias Richardson, Welcome, 6 September to 22 October 2005, 
mixed media installation with detail of cane toads, Window Space, 24 Hour Art, 
Darwin. Richardson plays upon the space of a window gallery and the aesthetics of  
zoological display dioramas (complete with feeding times) to stage this ironic 
welcome for the toad.
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held by the public are closely tied to ideas from a histori-

cal scientific ecology20. Specific ideas from the history of 

ecology such as balanced ecosystems, successional ten-

dencies towards an equilibrium21, and simple cause and 

effect mechanisms have considerable currency in today’s 

society. Such “balanced” ecosystems envisaged are “right” 

– aesthetically graceful and morally correct. Holistic ideas 

from historical scientific ecology have been adopted in 

popular understanding. 

By and large, the discourse of locals and scientists 

at the Forum followed the notions of this holistic historical 

ecology, and one reason why the cane toad issue had 

become so noteworthy is because the cane toad was 

made into (and made to fit into) the stereotype of a feral 

invader. However, I draw attention to when these orthodox 

views are challenged. I will now discuss five questions 

that were raised by the unfolding events. 

3.1.5.3 What is the connection between cane toads and belonging?

I argue in this section that the concept of the feral is a key to understanding 

the connection between cane toads and 

belonging. As mentioned above, Franklin 

(2005) makes a clear connection between 

the identity of humans and how we divide 

up animals into categories. Commonly we 

divide introduced animals into domestic 

and feral depending upon their utilitarian 

relationship to us. In Franklin’s schema 

he makes a further distinction between 

whether feral animals were originally wild 

or not. Cane toads are “introduced-wild” 

animals22: animals that were introduced 

20  Section 3.1.5.5.1 below discusses the ideas of contemporary scientific ecology.
21 I refer in particular here to the debate between holism versus reductionism in ecology, 
typified by the disagreement between American plant ecologists Frederick Clements and Henry 
Gleason in the early half of the 20th century. The Clementsian theory of ecological succession 
was influential up until the 1950s. It was founded upon the belief in a balance of nature and that 
ecosystems evolved towards steady state conditions. Clements proposed that the distribution and 
abundance of plants in an ecosystem worked towards an identifiable final climax state. He also 
proposed the terms vegetation associations, pioneer species, and dominant species. Gleason 
argued that the distribution of plants in nature was more influenced by the success of individual 
plants and therefore the make-up of any particular plant community was much more diverse and 
less structured than the vegetation associations of that Clements’s succession theory allowed for 
(see also Barbour, 1995 and Kohler, 2002).
22  The four categories he proposes are native-wild, domestic-domestic, wild-domestic (feral 
cats, dogs, horses, cattle, camels, bees) and introduced-wild (cane toads, rabbits, foxes, trout).

Figure 3.1.43 Image 
from Walking around  
taking photographs, dig-
ital print installation  
series, 2006.  

Figure 3.1.44 Image from Walking around  
taking photographs, digital print  
installation series, 2006. 
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but were never tame. He goes on to con-

nect these divisions of animals directly to 

forces of nationalism and nation formation 

specific to Australia as a settler colony. One 

example is the acclimatisation societies of 

the late nineteenth century attempted to 

introduce European animals to make Aus-

tralia more homely. A second example is 

the fashion to plant native (bush) gardens 

which has occurred at different times (nota-

bly since the 1970s). 

Both these examples make a con-

nection between plants and animals, nationalism and belonging23. The latter example 

of the bush gardens is the same application of traditional ecological ideas that we saw 

at the Forum. Franklin goes as far as to describe the “mutually reinforcing symmetry 

between nationalism and ecology” as a social movement which he terms eco-national-

ism (Franklin, 2005, p. 25). In other words the boundaries between humans and the 

nonhuman are strengthened in a definition of the feral and this reflects firm boundaries 

between the self and the Other. This kind of understanding is reflected in militaristic and 

pejorative language used in the cane toad debate and within invasion biology as a whole 

(For example see discussions in Larson, Nerlich, & Wallis, 2005; Simberloff, 2006). For 

local people, the idea that the cane toad invasion will be an attack upon their lifestyle, as 

people who belong in the Kimberley, is strongly held.

23  In a way both are about restoring Eden.

Figure 3.1.45 Image from Walking around  
taking photographs, digital print instal-
lation series, 2006. 

Figures 3.1.46 to 3.1.48. Images from 
Walking around taking photographs,  
digital print installation series, 2006. A 
series of photographs of one valley in the 
Saw Range during the wet season.
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Table 3.1 Some contemporary uses of the word feral

Feral

A person (possibly a hippy) in the environmental movement who lives 
in the forest areas and holds fairly radical ideas about environmental-
ism. Has been used to describe people who chain themselves to trees 
in logging protests.

Feral Cool excellent unreal (positive value in youth subcultures)

Feral
My niece describes anything in really “bad taste” [aesthetics] like “a 
booga” (nasal discharge) as feral (i.e. negative value in youth subcul-
ture)

Feral ute 
An Australian V8 utility car modified with numerous aerials, truck mud 
flaps, a bull bar, extra sound system, multiple spotlights and Bachelors’ 
and Spinster’ Ball stickers. Sometimes there is a Mac truck emblem on 
the front bonnet. This car is owned by young men in the country.

Feral Arts
A community cultural development organisation based in Brisbane 
whose aims are to build inclusive, sustainable and creative communi-
ties and to enhance cultural pluralism, social inclusion and locally man-
aged, sustainable development http://www.feralarts.com.au/

Feral Future Tim Low’s (1999) book on the history of invasive plant and animal in 
Australia

More recently the feral has been repositioned as a “space of change” and differ-

ence, a landscape of transformation (Robinson, 2005). This second kind of feral celebrates 

diversity and the breaking down of boundaries that the feral can do. Lesley Instone, for 

example, uses the metaphorical associations of the dingo (as a trickster, sheep killer, 

cowardly devil-dog, feral endangered, and re-domesticated animal24) to refocus “atten-

tion on the transformative power of the encounter between humans and non-human” 

(Instone, 2004, p. 137)25. 

3.1.5.3.1 Feral Art 

The work of artist Antony Hamilton directly addresses issues of ferality. It is  

characterised by small highly charged objects arranged in sparse installations. Com-

posed of animal remains and outback domestic items, they are physical residues of 

mythic events. Muslin swaddling cloth, dingo hair, and a plastic pram apron are used in 

Rock the Cradle (1998, Figures 3.1.49 and 3.1.50, a reference to the Chamberlain case). 

In a much earlier work, Miss or Myth? (1992-1994, Figure 3.1.51), the installation was 

comprised of a bullet ridden 44-gallon drum, empty beer bottles, a battered waitress’s 

dress, a vehicle hood and kangaroo-skin miniskirt and bikini top (in the tradition of One 

Million Years B.C.). This work harks back to the 1971 hoax newspaper story of the Nulla-

bor Nymph, a supposed feral child or wild girl that lived outside Eucla, the artwork in this 

case presenting “fabricated forensic evidence for an entirely imaginary event” (R. Smith, 

2002, p. 16). A common theme in Hamilton’s work is the unsettling and possibly violent 

nature of narratives of the non-urban.

24 See also Dingo Makes Us Human (Rose, 1992).
25 ...but I find it really hard to do the same thing to a cane toad.
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Figure 3.1.51 Antony Hamilton, Miss or Myth? Near-Eucla element (old forty-four gal-
lon drum, surface water), Diamond Ice element (kangaroo shooter’s ruined ve-
hicle hood, beer bottles, natural light beam). “Spirit of the plain” element (found 
dress [December 1993], attached portion of printed newsprint, old phone number 
on reverse, from pocket. Kangaroo doe skin, tanned with Eremophila longifolia 
leaves and sewn with kangaroo tail sinew and human hair. Piece of kangaroo 
buck skin, tanned with Eremophila longifolia leaves), 1992-1994, Beltana, South 
Australia, 250 x 400 x 400 cm (Thomas, 1999, p. 19).

Figure 3.1.49 and 3.1.50. Antony Hamilton Rock the Cradle, with detail, 1998 (image 
from Seva Frangos Art). Irregular oval form, 93) x 106 cm. Muslin swaddling 
cloth, dingo hair, plastic pram apron. Hamilton’s art ojects have a characteristic 
Beuysian/fetishistic intensity.
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3.1.5.3.2 Cane Toads–R-Us

The classic offbeat documentary Cane Toads: An unnatural history (Lewis, 1987) 

and the more recent Cane-Toad: What happened to Baz? (Clayton & Silke, 2002 down-

loadable at http://www.cane-toad.com/)26 are other examples of the feral in art and popu-

lar culture. At its release the former was seen as an adventurous transgression of the 

26 (first lines)
Daz: [farts] Oh, excuse me! Uh, G’day! Eh, go on. Uh, my name’s Daz, but me mates call me 
Dazza. I’m just here to talk about me little mate, uh, Baz, actually, cause, pickle me grandma, the 
silly old bugger’s gone bloody missing!
Daz: Well, Baz just vanished, like a... fart in a fan factory, you know? And I’m a little pissed off 
about it, seein’ as how the bloke still owes me a six-pack! 
[chuckles] 
Daz: But yeah, no one knows what happened to the little baz-tard.

Figure 3.1.52 Help us fight an alien invasion: Protecting WA from cane toads, (De-
partment of Conservation and Land Management, January 2006a).

Figure 3.1.53 Stop the Toad Brochure cover featuring Daz (Stop the Toad  
Foundation (Inc), March 2006).
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boundaries of the natural history documentary genre with its interviews of cane toad 

lovers and loathers and in its use of an ironic Australian humour. Clayton and Silke’s 

animation also shares a similar sense of humour – if a shade blacker. The plot revolves 

around Daz, a talking cane toad (sitting in a dog bowl) narrating different scenarios that 

might explain the disappearance of another cane toad, Baz. Daz and Baz are ordinary 

Aussie blokes and much of the humour revolves around their personification of all things 

ocker. In particular it is the interplay between their humanness and Baz’s multiple (and 

sometimes bloody) possible demises at the hands of humans that makes the artwork a 

“feral space27”. In other words we brought cane toads to Australia and turned them from 

pest eradicators into feral pests and at the same time we (as Euro-Australians) have 

invaded Australia like cane toads28. We share the same characteristics of highly success-

ful invasive species29: the Cane Toads-R-Us. Furthermore, the personification of Baz and 

Daz remind us by inversion that we should not be blaming the cane toads for doing what 

they do “naturally” since it was we who brought them here in the first place. This is some-

thing that was alluded to at the Forum and at subsequent cane toad campaign meetings 

whenever the issue of humane killing and disposal of cane toads was raised. In sum, the 

common thread in these feral animal artworks is not just the use of animals and animal 

metaphors, but the role that the objects/metaphors play in the formulation of the concept 

of belonging (and not belonging) in Australia.

3.1.5.4 Why do some people in a society care about the effects of cane 
toads whilst other people in a society don’t?

This second question is really about what makes some people care about the 

environment whereas other people do not find it an important factor in their lives. Of 

course I do not expect to be able to irrefutably answer such a knotty question in this Exe-

gesis (or even in my art) but there were two things that struck me about what I saw at the 

Forum. Firstly for members of the Kimberley public it was not just a question of ecology or 

economics but of lifestyle choices – about 

a perceived threat to living in the Kimberley. 

Secondly many of the responses to cane 

toads (mine included) were visceral. What 

is the significance of these observations? 

27 Note: Whatmore and Hinchliffe (2003) define feral spaces specifically as spaces of nature 
in the urban environment. In this exegesis I am just using the term to refer to transgressive spaces 
in general.
28  We are the natural alien of Neil Evernden’s book, The natural alien: Humankind and en-
vironment (1985).
29  For example we have great competitive abilities, we are highly mobile, tolerant of a broad 
range of environmental conditions, have high “phenotypic plasticity” (in our case cultural flexibil-
ity), and we modify habitats to make them more favourable to our own growth and reproduction. 
According to Evernden (1985, p. 109) “with every technological change he [we humans] instantly 
mutates into a new – and for the ecosystem an exotic – kind of creature.” This is the natural al-
ien.

Figure 3.1.54 Image from Walking around  
taking photographs, digital print instal-
lation series, 2006. Not a cane toad.
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Anthropologist Kay Milton (2002) argues that our perception of the world is shaped by 

direct experience in which emotion plays a central role. She also maintains that the idea 

of the separation of emotion and rationality in western culture – and particularly the 

cleaving of emotion from science – is a myth unsupported by available evidence. 

Echoing both Milton and Franklin, Australian anthropologists Trigger and Mulcock 

(2005, pp. 1308-1309) assert that people who care about nature do so because of cer-

tain experiences that they have in their formative years and because of “their consequent 

familiarity with particular natural and cultural landscapes, and their senses of what forms 

of nature are commensurate with notions of Australian national and regional identities”. 

Milton (2002) further contends that it is in the interest of market forces to exclude the 

acknowledgement of emotion from public debates about environmental issues. At no 

time were irrational or emotionally bound arguments directly addressed at the Forum 

even though they were tangibly present. Even when the effects of cane toads on Aborigi-

nal communities were raised, arguments were couched in terms of the effect on popular 

bush tucker species and not on spiritual matters.

Figures 3.1.55 to 3.1.58. Images from Walking around taking photographs, digital print 
installation series, 2006. A series of photographs of one valley in the Saw Range 
during the wet season.
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3.1.5.5 How do we cope with hybridity?: Situations full of uncertainties 
and with imperfect answers?

3.1.5.5.1 The new ecology

I have already demonstrated how at the Forum the general public echoed the 

values such as balance and equilibrium of traditional scientific ecology. However the 

second case of the feral as a “space of change” has links with what (in the last 15 years) 

has been termed the new ecology30:

Gone is the overriding concern with equilibrium systems, climax communi-
ties, and simple deterministic models. In its place is an ecosystems ecology 
that views ecosystems as complex adaptive systems that possess intriguing 
structural qualities, such as resilience, hierarchy, scale, nesting, dissipative 
structures, and autocatalytic design, and descriptors of dynamics, such 
as nonlinearity, irreversibility, self-organization, emergence, development, 
directionality, history, co-evolution, surprise, indeterminism, pulsing, and 
chaotic dynamics (Abel & Stepp, 2003).

I will summarise the new ecology here and I will discuss it again briefly in Section 

3.2.6.3. The fundamental difference between new and old ecologies is how change in 

ecosystems is understood. New ecology arose as a consequence of the realisation of 

the complexity of ecosystems and the subsequent application of chaos science in eco-

logical modelling. Change and disturbance are now seen as continuing and often largely 

irreversible processes. Ecology has had to shift its focus to understanding that complexity 

will always be present and must be accounted for. There is a recognition of nature as a 

chaotic system. Populations fluctuate in response to both regular and also less predict-

able circumstances. Environmental decisions need to be framed in terms of relative risks 

and not certainties. Risk in turn is a sum of the probability of an event occurring and the 

level of effect that it causes. Despite the difficulties the challenge of science is to quantify 

risks. “Science must go on predicting and doing all of the other things that societies rely 

on science to do, while admitting scientific models, explanations and predictions are 

oversimplified views of nature” (Lindquist, 2004, p. 51).

30  See for example Botkin, 1990; Lash, Szerszynski, & Wynne, 1996.

Figures 3.1.59 and 3.1.60. Images from Walking around taking photographs, digital print  
installation series, 2006. Merton Photopoint December 2004 and February 
2006.
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In Australia, biologist Tim Low’s book The new nature (2002) provides numerous 

examples of how plants and animals have taken advantage of the ecosystems provided 

by humans. New nature is everywhere (e.g., Low’s Part I, Nature and Us). When humans 

cause disturbance there are winners as well as losers (e.g., chapter 5, The Ecology of 

Sewage – Wildlife Wants our Wastes). Maximum biodiversity is to be encouraged no 

matter where it is (e.g., chapter 2, Endangered Weeds – Rarities Lurk Among Us). Native 

animals can cause degradation (e.g., Part III, Conflicts). He describes how we need a 

new kind of ecologist: we need scientists to study the animals and the ecosystems they 

inhabit with the idea of chaos in mind. His argument is not that there is complete chaos: 

there is structure to nature, but it is not formalized, nor is it constant.

It is not surprising that in the humanities, the concepts of new ecology have been 

paralleled31 by those philosophers and theorists (for example, Deleuze and Guattari) 

who envisage a messy, open and uncertain world; and who celebrate a parallel world 

of human diversity. As we are already living in a hybrid world, part of the answer to my 

question might be that we already know how to cope with hybridity. 

However another line of questioning that dogs ecological research is to what 

extent can findings in one ecosystem be applied to others. Can small-scale observations 

be applied to much larger systems? Can general laws be extracted from ecosystems 

in the same way that they can be in chemistry and Newtonian physics? The answer 

of course is that very general generalisations can be but, if ecosystems are really that 

complicated, then it may be that a suite of factors, played out in a series of events over 

time, lead to a certain situation and these may be only applicable to those same series 

of factors and events of that single ecosystem.

Furthermore, what happens if ferality leads not to diversity but to homogenisa-

tion? Whilst Low lauds the winners of “new nature” he could be accused of ignoring the 

losers. After the fixed boundaries of Franklin’s eco-nationalism and the loose boundaries 

of a more celebratory feral, there is a third feral possibility. Invasive species can and do 

swamp ecosystems leading to the concentration of biomass in one species, the simplifi-

cation of ecosystem structure and overall biotic homogenisation. The rapidity with which 

this happens also affects the ability of other organisms to cope with new species. Inva-

sion meltdown is a ecological term with popular currency referring to the “compounded 

interactions of each successive and successful wave of alien species benefiting from 

the previous introduction of the other” (Wissink, 2000, p. 1). Although data supporting 

the concept is still patchy (Simberloff, 2006), it might be better to consider the cane toad 

invasion into the Kimberley in a wider ecological framework. Changing fire patterns, for 

example, are less visible forms of disturbance that also act on ecosystems and arguably 

have contributed just as significantly to mammal extinctions. Nevertheless the idea of the 

feral sits at the nexus of scientific ecology and cultural theory and provides an exciting 

area for potential artworks. But when we talk about the feral in art we should be more 

careful with what we might mean.

31  Or osmotically absorbed into or absorbed back out of?
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3.1.5.6 How do we decide to value some things more than others?

Yet again this is something of an oversized philosophical query. In the case of 

the cane toad, we value a northern quoll more than we value a cane toad. Or more 

accurately, we discourage the extinction of species, as high biodiversity32 is greatly val-

ued; moreover, we value native species over introduced species. Alternatively, should we 

devalue the “losers” as morally unworthy? 

More generally can a condition of a more 

relativist celebratory feral diminish into giv-

ing up responsibility for current actions and 

for previous actions and accountabilities? 

Even if we don’t blame the cane toad we 

must surely still take action. Environmental 

theorist Neil Evernden (1985, p. 4) defines 

an environmentalist as “one who experi-

ences a sense of value in nature and is 

moved to assert the reality of his [sic] expe-

rience to others.” 

3.1.5.7 What is the position of science in my work now that I am not a 
scientist?

One thing that hasn’t changed is that I still use the methods of field science in my 

work. I still value scientific fieldwork as a process of engagement and as a structure of 

investigation. However the Forum also refocused my attention on the role of ecological 

facts in environmental art. There is a type of environmental art that relies very heavily 

upon conveying the facts of an environmental problem and to making sure the message 

gets across to an audience. This type of environmental art often contradictorily relies upon 

scientific facts (from ecology) as a form of 

justification at the same time as it holds 

onto the outmoded concepts of a traditional 

ecology such as the balance of nature. My 

concern is also that such artworks supply 

us with the answers to questions without 

any room to manoeuvre. In the worst case 

they become didactic and lack a sense 

of poetics. This type of environmental art 

is neither imaginative nor evocative and it 

lacks any richness of metaphor33.

32  Delving into the idea of biodiversity is another tangent that I will not be exploring!
33 Two brief examples: Californian environmental artist Ruth Wallen produced didactic  
panels about environmental issues (see Figure 3.1.63). In the Ecologies exhibition American art-
ist Peter Fend proposed giant land art inspired earthworks to solve China’s water problems (see 
Figures 3.1.65 and 3.1.66). These heavy and coarsely made plaster models were displayed in the 
gallery on a dark peaty soil platform accompanied by topographic maps of China displayed on 
the wall nearby.

Figure 3.1.62 Image from Walking around  
taking photographs, digital print  
installation series, 2006. 

Figure 3.1.61 Image from Walking around  
taking photographs, digital print instal-
lation series, 2006. A series of photo-
graphs of one valley in the Saw Range 
during the wet season.
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There is a direct link between environmental art that uses facts as proof of its 

rightness (and righteousness) and environmentalists that rely exclusively upon scientific 

facts to prove their arguments. Evernden, for example, strongly believes that a primary 

cause of the environmental crisis was the substitution of animated life by neutral matter 

and the reduction of the ways that things can be valued to those that are purely eco-

nomic. For him the problem with science is its “resourcism”, the turning of things into 

resources, into subject-object relationships inseparable from the scientific process and 

into user-used relationship reflecting its close association with capitalism. In a similar 

distinction to Milton, he sees science as removing “emotion impediments to unrestrained 

manipulation” (Evernden, 1985, p. 22). Evernden gives the example of how beauty is 

reduced to a resource. Our search is for “which place is beautiful?” and not “why is this 

particular place beautiful?” “Rather than 

an experience or a way of perceiving the 

world, aesthetics becomes a collector’s 

search for special things. As things, land-

scape can be measured and managed, 

created and destroyed, traded off against 

other objects and uses” (Evernden, 1985, 

p. 24). At worst if it can’t be measured at all 

in terms of being a resource then such a 

value, or such a way of seeing the world, or 

such an un-economic object, doesn’t even 

exist.

Figure 3.1.63 Ruth Wallen Children’s Forest Trail, San Bernardino National Forest, 
1995 (Wallen, 2003, p. 181). The first of five 22 x 36-in permanent trail markers. 
Each panel consists of digitally composed composites of drawings and stories 
generated from workshops the artist conducted with local youth.

Figure 3.1.64 Image from Walking around  
taking photographs, digital print instal-
lation series, 2006.  A series of photo-
graphs of one valley in the Saw Range 
during the wet season.
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In The natural alien: Humankind and environment Evernden passionately argues 

that one shouldn’t use the same language of your “enemy”34. “In seizing the arguments 

that would sound persuasive even to indifferent observers environmentalists have come 

to adopt the strategy and assumptions of their opponents” (Evernden, 1985, p. 10). For 

him the problem of environmentalism is that of continually promoting a utilitarian value 

to nature: a value that can only be quantified economically. The danger is the numbers 

of science replace other values that are actually the issue at hand. At the heart of this 

matter is the kind of relationship that we have 

with the world.

In a parallel field but with a slightly dif-

ferent argument, Australian cultural studies academic Emily Potter (2005) critiques the 

view that environmental literature must contain obvious ethical commitment to environ-

mental issues. Typically such literature is “identified by its overt thematic and dystopic 

poetics which function to contrast the present with the past” (2005) – a fall from an 

Edenic state. She argues that such literature that refers explicitly and metonymically 

to green perspectives runs the risk of failing to engage us in change. She contends 

that this is because it is anthropocentric; it silences the nonhuman, flattening the life 

world, and often isolates one element of a system from the web of life. This literature 

works by “objectively reflecting back our awful and ugly truths” via a “paradigm of loss 

and redemption” (2005). Potter contrasts their metonymical strategies with a more open 

poetic of metaphor through Janet Turner Hospital’s Due Preparations for the Plague 

(2003). Ostensibly about a plane hijacking, Potter argues that Hospital presents a world 

of complexity, working “with mess rather than against it,” and represents infection not 

negatively, but as an “ecological disposition for transformation” (2005), working beyond 

an economy of damage and redemption. 

To clarify my position, firstly, my attraction to field science may be because I look 

upon it as more natural history than manage-

ment science. 

34  It’s like allowing your enemy to choose your weapons and your battleground.

Figure 3.1.66 Peter Fend China Basin 
Plans: The River Dragon Breathes Fire, 
2000, Ecologies Exhibition (S. Smith, 
2001, pp. 16-17). Detail of one model.

Figure 3.1.65 Peter Fend China Basin 
Plans: The River Dragon Breathes Fire, 
installation, 2000, Ecologies Exhibi-
tion (S. Smith, 2001, pp. 16-17).
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if natural history promotes an understanding of the world, it is in the same 
sense that we understand another person. We recognise this or that behav-
iour as typical of a particular individual and, perhaps, we feel that, in his 
place, we might behave or think in the same way. But we do not necessar-
ily control or predict what he will do. To a scientist understanding implies 
prediction, whereas the understanding of a naturalist is an empathy with 
nature or some part of nature (Evernden, 1985, p. 20, quoting Peters, 1979, 
p. 192).

It may be naive to think that a natural history can be separated from quantitative 

ecology but I am just as much interested in an appreciative and personal, as in a predic-

tive and managing, relationship with the world. Secondly, if you are going to engage in 

“real” science, one should do so with a generous criticality. If one doesn’t blame cane 

toads then one should not blame the scientists either. The second aspect of my interest 

in science is to focus back on the scientists themselves: to partake in a discussion with 

them and value what they do as humans. One could contend that many artists use the 

technology and visualising tools of science to provide knowledge or ways or materials to 

make art. But not as many artists seemingly engage with what field science does, what 

metaphors it works with and where its future direction lies.

3.1.6 Waiting for cane toads

Without a dangerous foreigner, there can be no nation (Goulish, 2000, p. 
105).

Of all the things that one can do, waiting is the worst strategy to adopt. Waiting for 

the scientific facts of cane toads causing ecosystem changes wasted many years where 

significant research could have been done on prevention methods. Waiting for proof of 

climate change is no different. As its name suggests, the Greek poet Konstantinos Kava-

fis’s35 poem, Waiting for the Barbarians (1904) describes an empire waiting for the arrival 

of barbarians. The senators have stayed at home, the orators have stayed away but the 

emperor and officials in their glittering grandeur are waiting for them to arrive. But by 

night everyone has gone home because the barbarians did not arrive. And in fact, there 

are no barbarians. The poem ends:

And now what shall become of us without any barbarians?

Those people were some kind of solution.

South African novelist J M Coetzee derived his novel of the same name (1997, 

first published 1980) from the scenario in Kavafis’s poem. It is set in an anonymous fron-

tier town with the three central characters being Colonel Joll (the torturer), the Barbarian 

Woman (blinded by Joll), and the narrator, the Magistrate. Colonel Joll and his troops are 

searching for barbarians. They prove difficult to track down. He returns with the Barbarian 

Woman with the idea of gaining information from her. The Magistrate rescues the Barbar-

ian Woman and tries to get to know her. He goes out to return the Barbarian Woman and 

on his return he is arrested and tortured. When the troops go out to fight the barbarians 

they have melted away. Colonel Joll leaves as his role has evaporated. The Magistrate is 

35  Anglicised as Constantine P. Cavafy. 
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reinstated and at the end of the novel remains in the fortress of the anonymous frontier 

town without any barbarians. In the context of South Africa the novel can be seen as an 

allegorical investigation of the position of liberal elements in a society. But the Magistrate 

is infatuated not necessarily with the girl herself but “with the oppression she has suffered, 

she represents the captive native upon 

whom the magistrate is able to project his 

colonial gaze” (Hamadeh, 2005). The fear 

of the Other, the barbarian, justifies the vio-

lence made in the name of the State. We 

who created the barbarian are actually the 

most barbaric. The Magistrate can neither 

justify the position of the Barbarian Woman 

without destroying his empire, nor can he 

accept his own identification with the Bar-

barian Woman without destroying himself. 

He is thus just as complicit with the empire 

as the violent Colonel Joll. Coetzee seems 

to be suggesting that one should work to 

break down the category of barbarian and 

to dissipate the empire. 

I draw parallels between the 

exhaustion of being complicit explored in 

Coetzee’s novel with the limits of my previ-

ous career as an environmental scientist. 

Furthermore, are there similarities that can 

be drawn with the cane toad invasion? Like 

the poem and novel, the cane toad is our barbarian as we are also the barbarians. We 

have put the cane toad into a category. There is no Magistrate keeping cane toads in 

the Fortress, but there are scientists36 with a similarly ambiguous position. But unlike the 

poem and novel the material effects of the cane toad will not melt away. The goannas 

36  And I guess all of us.

Figures 3.1.67 and 3.1.68. Images from 
Walking around taking photographs,  
digital print installation series, 2006. 
Wild sorghum ligule (wet season).

Figures 3.1.69 and 3.1.70. Images from Walking around taking photographs, digital print  
installation series, 2006. Crossing Photopoint July 2004 and February 2006.
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that I photographed in the walkingcountry 

during fieldwork/fieldwalking will die37. 

The way to break down the empire might 

be by expanding the repertoire of the ways 

in which we value things, and perhaps 

expand the debate about environmental 

issues in the Kimberley in general. The 

Forum showed me that local people were 

doing things and were not just the passive 

receptors of cane toad representations. 

They are certainly serious about what they 

do. As of March 2006, 6000 cane toads 

have been killed in the Victoria River area 

of the Northern Territory by CALM employees and Kimberley Toad Busters (Department 

of Conservation and Land Management, 2006c). What happens if the cane toad invasion 

cannot be stopped or contained? Every few weeks there is a new report in The West 

Australian about cane toad advances. Are symbolic victories possible or will the pain of 

failure ultimately be more destructive?

3.1.7 Conclusion

There are few specific examples of how the elements of this first section of the 

Exegesis are made visual in my art. I had concluded that making art featuring the actual 

cane toad was too negative. And the questions raised in this first section are bigger 

than specific artworks. But the non-art context (of Kimberley ecology, Kimberley experi-

ence and cane toads) surrounding the fieldwork/fieldwalking project has influenced the 

overall direction of the artworks: you should look out for consideration of ecological proc-

esses, for rhythm of the landscape and for meditations about emotional attachment to 

place. Through the Kununurra 2005 Community Cane Toad Forum concrete examples of 

the tensions of seeking and denying belonging in non-

urban Australian have been brought to our attention. 

I also conclude here that the way forward for environ-

mental art lies in neither neglecting science nor relying 

wholly upon it for justification.

37  Humans populations too will increase in the world. Every day I watch the world  
population counter that I have on my computer dashboard tick over.

Figure 3.1.71 Image from Walking around  
taking photographs, digital print  
installation series, 2006. Tree frog at 
Camp 51.

Figure 3.1.72 Caution feral humans next 
200 years: an Australian bicentennial  
cartoon by Chips Mackinolty, (circa 1988) repro-
duced in Cooke (1988, p. 7).


